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Case Study Summary 
• Newly installed vertical centrifugal pump failed 
vibration acceptance due to excessive vane pass 
• Factory test vibration unknown 
• Rotor dynamics and modal survey indicated no 
resonance issues 
• CFD separation analysis showed high velocity at 
cutwater due to low B-gap  
• Volute cut back to increase B-gap (no impeller trim) 
• Vibration after cutback acceptable 
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14” Vertical Centrifugal Pump 
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PUX 
PUY 
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• 125 hp shaft driven wastewater pump 
• 16.85” OD, 3-vane impeller, SSS = 7500 
Pump Operating Conditions 
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Initial Pump Vibration 
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Modal Confirms Dynamics 
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CFD Shows Potential Solution 
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Extracted 
Flow Region 
• CFD required for passage separation 
• 14 M cells, moving reference frame 
• Refined mesh near cutwater 
• Low B-gap obvious in mesh view 
CFD Results (800 rpm) 
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Lower velocity at cutwater in modified pump 
=> reduced vane pass excitation force 
(impulse-momentum) 
Original Pump  
2.9% B-gap 
Modified Pump 
7.0% B-gap 
Velocity Field – Original Pump 
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Vector plots show velocity of ~14 m/s at 
cutwater with original geometry 
Velocity Field – Modified Pump 
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Vector plots show velocity near cutwater 
dropped to ~9 m/s for modified geometry 
Modified Pump Vibration 
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Conclusions & Recommendation 
• CFD predicted 36% velocity decrease at cutwater 
with an increase in B-gap from 2.9% to 7.0% 
• CFD provided quantifiable results to pump 
manufacturer to justify unrecoverable modification 
• 66% overall vibration decrease with B-gap increase 
• Keep B-gap to 6-10% (Makay & Barrett, Gülich) to 
avoid excessive vane pass vibration 
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